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SPECIAL SECTION

Palo Alto Idea House
Come inside our latest project for decorating tips and eco-friendly innovations

r Is there a house like this one in your neigh-

borhood? Maybe so. Combining aspects of

Prairie- and Craftsman-style architecture, our

idea house was originally constructed in L9O4.

Versions of it-with the same blocky two-

story-plus-attic shape, shingle or clapboard

siding, hipped roof, and front porch-were

built all across the country. Ours was carefully
jacked up and trucked from its original site to

its current address in University Park, a neigh'

borhood ofnew and historic residences devel-

oped by SummerHill Homes near downtown

Palo Alto, California. (To look at a photo of the

move, see "From the Editor," page 8.)

By Ann Bertelsen and Daniel Gregory
Photographs 9y Muffy Kibbey (interior) and Thomas J. Story (exterior)

The surprises are inside and in the backyard.

Interior designer Pamela Pennington explains:

"We kept the traditional shell of the house, de-

molished some interior walls, and created a

more open floor plan. The ideawas to reevalu-

ate the Arts and Crafts bungalow, adapting it for

the way people in the West really live todayl'

Landscape designers Chris Jacobson and

Michael Bliss of Gardenart took a similar tack

with the rear garden by turning it into a multi-

functional outdoor room. Mark Retherford of

the Dahlin Group and Mark Hulbert of C.

David RobinsonArchitects helped develop the

new floor plan.
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Basement
The basement was added to the
home's original plan, and in it we
were able to slip alarge media room,
guest room, wine cellar, and laundry.
All boast natural light except the
wine room, thanks to small light
wells at the side of the house and a
large light well at the rear. To give
the small light wells visual appeal,
we filled them with variously sized
bamboo stalks, creating the impres-
sion of an exotic landscape.

GR€AT IDEA

Ultimate
laundry room
Located off the basement hall, this room

contains several notewofthy features, in-

cluding a resilient floor made of rubber

recycled from tires, and such new prod-

ucts as a bullt-in ironing cabinet, a

forced-air drying cabinet, and a laundry

sink with specially designed water jets

for gentle washing.
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GREAT IDEA

Light wells and more
The largest of the light wells is actually a small sunken patio that's accessible from the

media room through French doors. The key feature is a soothing wall fountain-water

spills from a large, horizontally mounted bamboo stalk into a ceramic basin. The

fountain is framed by tall bamboo planted in containers resting on a bed of recycled
glass balls. A carved bench at one side faces bamboo canes artfully composed on

the other. The effect is spare and contemplative, like a miniature Zen garden.

The efficiency of the

space is enhanced

by built-in cabinetry.
. Laundry appliances:

Whirlpoot-
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Garden
Landscape designer Chris Jacobson made the

small backyard as efficient as possible *'hile

drawing inspiration from the Craftsman era.

He divided the main space into distinctive

zones: a brick-paved outdoor dining area un-

der a shade structure made of steel, wood,

and canvas; a small lawn with a water feature;

a potting area

and painted ar-

bor that's made

of rot-proo{

weather-

resistant deck-

ing lumber;

and raised beds

for berries at

the rear.

The Palo Alto ldea House

is open Fridays 9 to B, Sat-

urdays 9 to 6, and Sundays

11 to 6; through September

29. Tickets are $10. Call
(800) 786-7373 or visit

www.sunset.com for details

on parking and shuttles,

and other information,

water
feature

GRHAT *FffiA

Compass fountain
Jacobson used a sculptural bronze compass foun-

tain designed by:L:M:N:O: Arts of Aptos, California

(the firm also designed and fabricated the shade

structure). The fountain is both decorative and func-

tional: lts reflective surfaces catch the light while

the sound of splashing water adds a soothing note.

Directional notations around the rim reinvent the tra-

dition of the compass rose, in which flowers were

often planted to form the shape of a compass

The garden includes a larEe nretal horse

trough ptanted with fast-growing annLlals.

.  Plants:  Monrovia" Roof ing:  CertainTeed.

Painted arbor and rear deck: Trex.
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